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THE CULTURAL PHENOMENOLOGY OF QUALITATIVE QUANTITY
- work in progress - 
INTRODUCTION autobiographical
Borislav Dimitrov
		QUALIATATIVE QUANTITY AND CONTINUITY 
		AS CULTUARAL PHENOMENOLOGY OF CONTINUITY

Poincare …he gazed into the abyss of chaos, he described some of the forms that linked within…It took another age, armed with Poincare’s own qualitative theory of differential equations, together with computers and other technological assistance, to shine some light into the chaotic depths and reveal that beauty.

Poincare was a unifier, a seeker of general principles, the last of the traditionalists and the first of the moderns. His collected works include over 400 books and papers, often lengthy. His greatest creation was topology – the general study of continuity.

In 1887 King Oscar II of Sweden offered a prize of 2.500 crowns for an answer to a fundamental question in astronomy. Is the Solar system stable? ..now a major turning point in the development of mathematical physics. A state of rest or motion is stable if it does not change much under the effect of small disturbances. A pin lying on its side is stable …

“Rubber Sheet Dynamics” – Topology has been characterized as “rubber sheet geometry”. More properly it is the mathematics of continuity. Continuity is the study of smooth, gradual changes, the science of the unbroken. Discontinuities are sudden, dramatic, places where a tiny change in case produces an enormous change in effect. A potter, moulding a lump of clay in his hands is deforming it in a continuous fashion; but when he breaks a lumb of clay off, the deformation becomes discontinuous. Continuity is one of the most fundamental mathematical properties of them all, so natural a concept that its basic role only become clear a hundred years ago, so powerful a concept that is transforming mathematics and physics, so elusive, a concept that even the simplest questions took decades to answer. Topology is kind of geometry, but a geometry in which lengths, angles, areas, shapes are infinitely mutable. A square can be continuously deformed into a circle, a circle into triangle, a triangle into parallelogram. Topology studies only those properties of shapes that are unchanged under reversible continious transformations. By “revirsable” I mean that ungoing transformations must be also continuous. What are the archetypal topological properties? To the untutored ear they sound nebulous, abstract, woolly. Connectedness just alluded to, is an example. One lump /of clay/ or two? …It requires new concepts, concepts not part of everyday experience, concepts for which no words exists.  

-	Stewart, Ian. Does God Play Dice?: The Mathematics of Chaos,
Oxford: Blackwell, 1989. 

This study is about the Quality. Here I have dealt with the quality that differs significantly from the common understanding of quality /as determined quality/ that arise from the law of dialectics. This new quality is the quality of the quantity /quality of the quantitative changes/, noticed in philosophy by Plato as “quality of numbers”, and later developed by Hegel as “qualitative quantity. The difference between the known determined quality and qualitative quantity is evident in the exhibit form of these two qualities. The exhibit form of the known determined quality from the law of dialectics /or it transformation/ is related with discreteness and abrupt changes. The exhibit form of the qualitative quantity /and it transformation/ is related with the continuity and gradual transition from one condition, to a different condition, without any abrupt changes. The concept of the quality of numbers or qualitative quantity is investigated and devoloped in the body of works of Jule Henry Poincare, in particular his topology as general study of continuity. I argue here, that topological homeomorphism is an exhibit form of the qualitative quantity. In this sense, the concept of the qualitative quantity answers the question - what are the archetypal topological properties /after Ian Stewart/ of the qualitative quantity in the broad context of the model of The Cultuaral Phenomenology of Quality. Folowing the direction of Ian Stewart regading the need of the new concepts, concepts not part of everyday experience, concepts for which no words exists, I propose the Cultuaral Phenomenology of Qualitative quantity as an “continuum” model, which explains variation as involving a gradual qualitative transition without abrupt changes or discontinuities, in contrast with “categorical” model of quality and quantity in the law of dialectics, which propose qualitatively and quantitatively different states of measure. The measure of qualitative quantity is the archetypal topological measure. The concept of qualitative quantity is dialectics of continuity applicable to the non-linear systems, complex dynamic and chaos theory. The categorical model of the quality and quantity in the known law of dialectics is the model of two body problems. The third body involved in the known measure of quality and quantity is the qualitative quantity. Going back to the King Oscar and Poincare’ three body problem, and going back after Ian Stewart’ statement that:
…in human affairs, two is company and three is divorce. In the same way in celestial mechanics the interaction of the two bodies is well behaved, but that of three bodies is fraught with disaster… 
we should conclude, that in the same way in dialectics the interaction of the quality and quantity is well established and behaved, but the introduction of the third element in the dialecical binar categorical model is … not part of our everyday experience, but the words for this third element and this new concept of the qualitative quantity, do exists.   
	
Does Hegel Play Dice with Poincare?!

This introduction of The Cultural Phenomenology of Qualitative quantity is inescapably autobiographical. I spent a twenty years in research and writing on the concept of qualitative quantity and arête. 

By way of introduction, I am Borislav Dimitrov, Civil Law LL.B, lawyer with a vocation in philosophy. A vocation is like having a name. The vocamen of my interests in philosophy is the qualitative quantity, the quality of numbers and arête. I graduated in law at Sofia University St. Kliment Ohridsky. In addition to my legal studies I have undertaken studies in philosophy at my university. Having an inspiration by Robert Pirsig’s philosophical novel “Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance: An Inquiry into Values”, fascinated by quality and arete, and in particular the works of Plato, Hegel and Poincare, I have completed the result of my four years student research and writings concerning the book “Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance: An Inquiry into Values” in the paper “Quality of the Quantity”, published in “Philosophic Thought Magazine”, March, 1989, the journal edition of Institute of Philosophical Sciences, Bulgarian Academy of Science. /1/

In contrast with Robert Pirsig’s “Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance: An Inquiry into Values”, I am not sharing Pirsig’s rejection of Plato's universal forms or substances /ZMM 337-338 and 340/. My approach to the quality is on the base of Plato’s concept of quality of numbers as the the concept of Indefinite Dyad, known as “aoristas duas”, which is a mathematical explanation of “forms” by Plato. Aristotle makes it eminently clear that within the Academy, Plato professed Two Principles, principles that were involved in the construction of the Forms (Universals or Archetypal Numbers), as well as the Sensibles (Particulars) of our Empirical World. The First Principle is generally acknowledged. It is the Good of Plato's Republic, also referred to in the Academy in its more mathematical context as the One. The other Principle was usually referred to as the Indefinite Dyad, and at times as the Greater and the Lesser, Excess and Deficiency, or the More and the Less. Occasionally one would see the Two Principles contrasted in terms of the One as Equality and the Indefinite Dyad as embodying Inequality. The base of seeing the qualitative quantity /Hegel/ in the roots of the quality of numbers /Plato/ is The Unwritten Doctrines of Plato. One of the most original works in the history of philosophy written in the 20th century is the “Arete bei Platon und Aristoteles” – “Arete in Plato and Aristotle” /Heidelberg 1959/ written by Hans Joachim Krämer. The title of Krämer’s first book reflects an earlier stage of the dissertation project - starting from an analysis of the arete concepts in both thinkers. Krämer recognized the Platonic origin of the Aristotelean doctrine of arete as mesotes and the ontological foundations of this doctrine that Aristotle ascribes to Plato, but that are not found explicitly in the dialogues. I agree with the true claim of the so called German Tubingen school that the debate between a systematic and a non-systematic Plato was alive at least since Hegel's time. In his book “Plato and the Foundations of Metaphysics, A Work on the Theory of the Principles and Unwritten Doctrines of Plato with a Collection of the Fundamental Documents” /1990/, Kramer unfolds the philosophical significance of the unwritten doctrines in their fullness. He demonstrates the hermeneutic fruitfulness of the unwritten doctrines when applied to the dialogues. Kramer shows that the doctrines are a revival of the presocratic theory renovated and brought to a new plane through Socrates. In this way, Plato emerges as the creator of classical metaphysics. In the thhird part of the book, Kramer compares the structure of Platonism, as construed by the Tubingen School, with current philosophical structures such as analytic philosophy, Hegel, phenomenology, and Heidegger. Of the five appendices, the most important presents English translations of the ancient testimonies on the unwritten doctrines. These include the "self-testimonies of Plato." There is also a complete bibliography on the problem of the unwritten doctrines.

In addition I must admit the critical importance in my research and writing of “Quality of Quantity” /1989/, of Tsocho Boyadhiev’ book “The Unwritten Doctrine of Plato”, Sofia, Bulgaria, 1984.

My approach to the roots of the qualitative quantity in Plato’s quality of numbers is based also on the study of Aleksei Fedorovich Losev and his concept of The Clasic Kosmos, implemented in Losev’s book “The Clasic kosmos”. 

In 1989, the time of “perestroika”, the journal “Philosophic Thought Magazine” was still a bastion of the politial philosophy of the communist party – historical and dialectical materialism, accessable only by the highly decorated with titles scholars of the academia. The submission of my article was noticed by one of the most respected and non-politicized scholars from the Institute of Philosophical Sciences, member of the editorial coucil of the journal, Dr. Sava Petrov. /2/

Due to Dr. Sava Petrov’s decision my article went to publication immediately. Ussually there was a long waiting list for publications of the approved articles. In order to justify the appearance of my article authored by one whos title is just “jurist”, newly graduated law student, in this heavily seasoned with accademic titles content, the new rubric ‘Debut” in the edition was opened. In the next mounth following my submission the article “Quality of the Quantity” was published in vol.3 of the 1989 edition. At the end of the same year I was invited by Dr. Sava Petrov to become candidate of philosophical sciences and research associate with the Institute. My research associate thesis concerned the quality and time, and the philosophy of Henry Poincare - “Time and Simultaneousness. Quality of the Quantitative - an interpretation on Henry Poincare's theory for the simultaneousness” and Dr. Sava Petrov became my concelor and mentor.   
In the paper “Quality of the quantity” I proposed a critical approach to the dialectical materialism’s cliché in the law of the transformation of quantity into quality determined by Engels in his “Dialectics of Nature”, derived from his reading of Hegel’s Science of Logic as the law of the passage of quantitative changes into qualitative changes. The subject of my criticism was the second law of dialectics, established by Marx in his Capital, with the statement that “development is a process whereby insignificant and imperceptible quantitative changes lead to fundamental, qualitative changes”, and his statements that “qualitative changes occur not gradually, but rapidly and abruptly, as leaps from one state to another” or "merely quantitative differences, beyond a certain point, pass into qualitative changes". The reason to mark the dialectical law of transformation of quantity into quality as a cliché is that these postulates of Engels and Marx are relevant only to the linear systems. 
The interplay of quality and quality is associated with the development and growth. Both the classical and non-classical approaches to the quality in the law of dialectics, are addressing the dialectical nature of change. 

The determined quality implies discontinuous change, a leap, and transformation is discursive. The exhibit form of determined quality is abrupt displacements in the equilibrium - revolution. 

The quality of the quantity implies continuous changes, and transformation is non-discursive. The exhibit form of qualitative quantity is transformation without leap or abrupt displacements in the equilibrium - evolution.

Around 1900, Poincare formulated a measure of an object’s topology, called homotopy. In particular, two mathematical objects are said to be homeotopic if one can be continuously deformed into the other. There are two possible definitions for homeomorphism with implication to the qualitative quantity. Quality of the quantity /or Qualitative quantity is Homeomorphous quality. Homeomorphous quality is quality of quantity that possesses similarity of form. Homeomorphous quality is quality of quantity that is continuous, one-to-one, and having continuous inverse.
The exhibit form of the qualitative quantity is continuity. The usual meaning of the word continuous is “unbroken” or “uninterrupted”: thus a continuous entity - a continuum—has no “gaps.” In physics, for example, the space-time continuum model explains space and time as part of the same continuum rather than as separate entities. The qualitative-quantity continuum model explains quality and quantity as part of the same continuum of qualitative quantity rather than as separate categories. We commonly suppose that space and time are continuous, and certain philosophers have maintained that all natural processes occur continuously: witness, for example, Leibniz's famous apothegm natura non facit saltus—“nature makes no jump.” In philosophy a good introduction to the philosophical issues involved is John Lane Bell's essay in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy – “The study of continuity and Infinitesimals” /2005, 2009/. 
Infinitesimals have been used to express the idea of objects so small that there is no way to see them or to measure them. The word infinitesimal comes from a 17th century Modern Latin coinage infinitesimus, which originally referred to the "infinite" item in a series. In our common speech, an infinitesimal object is an object which is smaller than any feasible measurement, but not zero in size; or, so small that it cannot be distinguished from zero by any available means. Hence, when used as an adjective, "infinitesimal" in the vernacular means "extremely small". The notion of infinitesimally small quantities was discussed by the Elearic Scool. Archimedes, in The Method of Mechanical Theorems, was the first to propose a logically rigorous definition of infinitesimals. Arhimedean property defines a number x as infinite if it satisfies the conditions |x|>1, |x|>1+1, |x|>1+1+1, ..., and infinitesimal if x≠0 and a similar set of conditions holds for 1/x and the reciprocals of the positive integers. A number system is said to be Archimedean if it contains no infinite or infinitesimal members. In the ancient Greek system of mathematics, 1 represents the length of some line segment which has arbitrarily been picked as the unit of measurement. Infinitesimals make an early appearance in the mathematics of the Greek atomist philosopher Democritus (c. 450 B.C.E.), only to be banished by the mathematician Eudoxus (c. 350 B.C.E.) in what was to become official “Euclidean” mathematics. The opposition between Continuity and Discreteness played a significant role in ancient Greek philosophy, derived from the still more fundamental question concerning the One and the Many, an antithesis lying at the heart of early Greek thought. The Greek debate over the continuous and the discrete seems to have been ignited by the efforts of Eleatic philosophers such as Parmenides (c. 515 B.C.E.), and Zeno (c. 460 B.C.E.) to establish their doctrine of absolute monism. They were concerned to show that the divisibility of Being into parts leads to contradiction, so forcing the conclusion that the apparently diverse world is a static, changeless unity. In his Way of Truth Parmenides asserts that Being is homogeneous and continuous. However in asserting the continuity of Being Parmenides is likely no more than underscoring its essential unity. Parmenides seems to be claiming that Being is more than merely continuous—that it is, in fact, a single whole, indeed an indivisible whole. The single Parmenidean existent is a continuum without parts, at once a continuum and an atom. If Parmenides was a synechist, his absolute monism precluded his being at the same time a divisionist. In support of Parmenides' doctrine of changelessness Zeno formulated his famous paradoxes of motion. The Dichotomy and Achilles paradoxes both rest explicitly on the limitless divisibility of space and time. / John Lane Bell's essay in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy – “The study of continuity and Infinitesimals” /2005, 2009/.
Taking the somewhat obscure form of “indivisibles,” they reappear in the mathematics of the late middle ages and later played an important role in the development of the calculus. Their doubtful logical status led in the nineteenth century to their abandonment and replacement by the limit concept. In recent years, however, the concept of infinitesimal has been refounded on a rigorous basis. 
According to John Lane Bell, traditionally, an infinitesimal quantity is one which, while not necessarily coinciding with zero, is in some sense smaller than any finite quantity. For engineers, an infinitesimal is a quantity so small that its square and all higher powers can be neglected. In the theory of limits the term “infinitesimal” is sometimes applied to any sequence whose limit is zero. An infinitesimal magnitude may be regarded as what remains after a continuum has been subjected to an exhaustive analysis, in other words, as a continuum “viewed in the small.” It is in this sense that continuous curves have sometimes been held to be “composed” of infinitesimal straight lines. 
The exhibit form of the qualitative quantity is continuity. The transformation and change of qualitative quantity are continuous, thus constituting an unbroken or uninterrupted whole. Opposed to the exhibit form of qualitative quantity, or continuity is the exhibition form of determined quality as discreteness. Continuity connotes unity; discreteness, plurality.
Writing about the magnitudes and quantities, John Lane Bell established link between being and becoming of quantities in the domain of continuity and discreteness:
Magnitudes are normally taken as being extensive quantities, like mass or volume, which are defined over extended regions of space. By contrast, infinitesimal magnitudes have been construed as intensive magnitudes resembling locally defined intensive quantities such as temperature or density. The effect of “distributing” or “integrating” an intensive quantity over such an intensive magnitude is to convert the former into an infinitesimal extensive quantity: thus temperature is transformed into infinitesimal heat and density into infinitesimal mass. When the continuum is the trace of a motion, the associated infinitesimal/intensive magnitudes have been identified as potential magnitudes—entities which, while not possessing true magnitude themselves, possess a tendency to generate magnitude through motion, so manifesting “becoming” as opposed to “being”.
Aristotle identifies continuity and discreteness as attributes applying to the category of Quantity. As examples of continuous quantities, or continua, he offers lines, planes, solids (i.e., solid bodies), extensions, movement, time and space; among discrete quantities he includes number and speech. He also lays down definitions of a number of terms, including continuity. In effect, Aristotle defines continuity as a relation between entities rather than as an attribute appertaining to a single entity; that is to say, he does not provide an explicit definition of the concept of continuum. He observes that a single continuous whole can be brought into existence by “gluing together” two things which have been brought into contact, which suggests that the continuity of a whole should derive from the way its parts “join up”. Accordingly for Aristotle quantities such as lines and planes, space and time are continuous by virtue of the fact that their constituent parts “join together at some common boundary”. By contrast no constituent parts of a discrete quantity can possess a common boundary.
One of the central theses Aristotle is at pains to defend is the irreducibility of the continuum to discreteness—that a continuum cannot be “composed” of indivisibles or atoms, parts which cannot themselves be further divided.
Aristotle sometimes recognizes infinite divisibility—the property of being divisible into parts which can themselves be further divided, the process never terminating in an indivisible—as a consequence of continuity as he characterizes the notion. But on occasion he takes the property of infinite divisibility as defining continuity. It is this definition of continuity that figures in Aristotle's demonstration of what has come to be known as the isomorphism thesis, which asserts that either magnitude, time and motion are all continuous, or they are all discrete. / John Lane Bell's essay in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy – “The study of continuity and Infinitesimals” /2005, 2009/.
The idea of continuity played a central role in the thought of Henri Poincaré. While accepting the arithmetic definition of the continuum, he questions the fact that (as with Dedekind and Cantor's formulations) the (irrational) numbers so produced are mere symbols, detached from their origins in intuition. Unlike Cantor, Poincaré accepted the infinitesimal, even if he did not regard all of the concept's manifestations as useful. /John Lane Bell's essay in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy – “The study of continuity and Infinitesimals” /2005, 2009/.
The exhibit form of the qualitative quantity could be recognized in topological homology where spatial properties that are preserved under continuous deformations of objects, for example, deformations that involve stretching, but no tearing or gluing. The topology studies the qualities of the figures which remain constant within some class of non-discursive changes - the properties that are preserved through deformations, twisting, and stretching of object . . . /tearing is not allowed/. The homeomorphisms can be defined as continuous functions with a continuous inverse. For instance, the function y = x3 is a homeomorphism of the real line. Two objects are homeomorphic if they can be transformed (or deformed) into each other by a continuous invariable mapping . . . continuous one-to-one and having continuous inverse. A circle is topological equivalent to an ellipse (into which it can be deformed by stretching) and a sphere is equivalent to an ellipsoid. Topology has to do with the study of spatial objects such as curves, surfaces, the space we call our universe, the space – time of general relativity, fractals, knots, manfolds, phase spaces (that are encountered in physics), symmetry groups. Topology can be used to abstract the inherent connectivity of objects while ignoring their detailed form like sphere . . . The objects of topology are often formally defined as topological spaces. If two objects have the same topological properties they are said to be homeomorphic (although, strictly speaking, property that are not destroyed by stretching and desorting an object are really properties preserved by isotopy, not homeomorphism. Isotopy has to do disorting embedded objects, while homeomorphism is intrinsic. Two objects are homeomorphic if they can be deformed into each other by a continuous invertible mapping. Mirror images are homeomorphic /as Mobius strip/.

This quality of the quantitative changes is relatively ignored by the conceptual system of dialectic. The qualitative quantity is underestimated, unseen, non-obvious or simply ignored. Due to the static patterns of dialectics there is a lack of ontological commitment to the philosophy of quantity. Philosophers, writers and scientists from Bishop Berkely to Goethe and Poincare agreed that the mathematics and quantitative physical theories systematically ignored the qualitative aspect of changes. 

The qualitative quantity’ thesis is not my invention. In my paper “Quality of the Quantity” I have traced the roots of the category “quality of quantity” in dialectics of Plato and Hegel. 
In my paper “Quality of the quantity”, I have argued that one of the most ancient implementation of quality of the number can be found in the dimensional mathematical model of point – line – surface – figure - introduced by Plato.  The most whole presentation of the idea of quality of number in Plato is embeded in his teaching about the "eidical number". The quality of the quantity emerges as criteria for recognizing the difference between the eidical numbers and natural arithmetical number. The thesis concerning Plato is based on the The Unwritten Doctrine of Plato and one of the most original works in the history of philosophy written in the 20th century - “Arete bei Platon und Aristoteles” – “Arete in Plato and Aristotle” /Heidelberg 1959/ written by Hans Joachim Krämer. The title of Krämer’s first book reflects an earlier stage of the dissertation project - starting from an analysis of the arete concepts in both thinkers. Krämer recognized the Platonic origin of the Aristotelean doctrine of arete as mesotes and the ontological foundations of this doctrine that Aristotle ascribes to Plato, but that are not found explicitly in the dialogues.
This new quality as the quality of the quantity /quality of the quantitative changes/, first noticed in philosophy by Plato as “quality of numbers” was developed in Hegel as “qualitative quantity”. Hegel proclaimed the Qualitative quantity, or Measure in the both of his Logics -The Science of Logic / the Greater Logic/ and The Lesser Logic/ Part One of the Encyclopedia of Philosophical Sciences: The Logic. The Quality of the quantity appears in § 106 of Hegel’s The Lesser Logic, part of the Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences, where Hegel claims “the Qualitative quantity, or Measure” – where “the result of the dialectic however is not a mere return to quality, as if that were the true and quantity the false notion, but an advance to the unity and truth of both, to qualitative quantity, or Measure.” The quality of the quantity is derived from the § 105 The Lesser Logic, part of the Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences, where Hegel states “That the Quantum in its independent character is external to itself, is what constitutes its quality.”, and ”In that externality it is itself and referred connectively to itself. There is a union in it of externality, i.e. the quantitative, and of independency (Being-for-self)-the qualitative.”, and “the Quantum when explicitly put thus in its own self is the Quantitative Ratio, a mode of being which, while, in its Exponent, it is an immediate quantum, is also mediation, viz. the reference of some one quantum to another, forming the two sides of the ratio. But the two quanta are not reckoned at their immediate value: their value is only in this relation.”, or “This contradiction is what forms the dialectic of quantity. The result of the dialectic however is not a mere return to quality, as if that were the true and quantity the false notion, but an advance to the unity and truth of both, to qualitative quantity, or Measure. /§ 106/
In my paper “Quality of the Quantity” I have offered the argusments that the concept of quality of the quantity should be enhanced with the adopted methodological approach of analogy with an implementation in the field of the Topology - Analysis Situs, developed by the Jules Henri Poincare. In the topology we could see homeomorphism as exhibit form of Quality on the Quantity. The explicit form of the quality of the quantity transformation is the continuous deformation – typically known in topology as homeomorphism.  There are colaborative evidences offered in “Quality of the Quantity” linking the exhibition form of qualitative quantity with the concept “structural stability” and the concept of nonequilibrum phase transition. The concept of structural stability is related with the topological homeomorphism. In his book “Synergetics: Introduction and Advanced Topics” /Springer, ISBN 3-540-40824/, in the Chapter 1.13. Qualitative Changes: General approach, p. 434-435, Hermann Haken explores and illustrate the structural stability with an example /figure 1.13, p.434/ given by of D'Arcy W. Thompson, the Scottish biologist, mathematician and classics scholar and pioneering mathematical biologist, Nobel Laureate in Medicine /1960/, the author of the book, On Growth and Form, /1917/. The quality of the quantity could be seen in the Herman Haken’s citation on the D'Arcy W. Thompson. Exploring the invariance in deformation and transformation of the forms against spatial or temporal deformation, Haken wrote: “Figure 1.13, p.434 /“Synergetics: Introduction and Advanced Topics”/ shows two different kind of fish, namely, porcupine fish and sun fish. According to the studies by D'Arcy W. Thompson of the beginning of the twentieth century, the two kinds of fish can be transformed into each other by a simple grid transformation. While from the biological point of view such a grid transformation is a highly interesting phenomenon, from the mathematical point of view, we are dealing here with an example of structural stability. In a mathematician’s interpretation the two kinds of fish are the same. They are just deformed copies of each other. A fin is transformed into a fin, an eye into an eye and etc. In other words, no new qualitative features such a new fin, occur. In the following we shall have structural changes /in the widest sense of word/ in the mind.” Under the illustration set in Figure 1.13, p.434 /“Synergetics: Introduction and Advanced Topics”/, Haken wrote – “the porcupine fish and the sun fish can be transformed into each other by a simple grid transformation. /After ”D'Arcy W. Thompson: On Growth and the Form, ed. By J.T. Bonner, University Press, Cambridge, 1981/.”
Haken concluded that “The concept of structural stability seems to play a fundamental role in biology in a still deeper sense than in the formation of different species by way of deformation. Namely, it seems that, say within the species, organisms exhibit a pronounced invariance of their functions against spatial or temporal deformation. This invariance property seems to hold for the most complicated organs, the human brain. For example, this property enables us to recognize the letter “a” even if it is strongly deformed. From this ability an art out of writing letters developed in China /and in old Europe/.”






The example illustrated this transformation actually is a good example of homeomorphism. Two objects are homeomorphic if they can be transformed /or deformed/ into each other by a continuous inverible mapping, continuous one-to-one and having continuous inverse. The two fish are two objects with the same topological properties. They are said to be homeomorphic. There are properties that are not destroyed by stretching and desorting an object. 

These examples of the reverse transformation and topologycal homeomorphism, as explicit form of the quality of the quantity transformation, or the experience of the qualitative quantity by the empirical test with the rubber latex /rubber elastc/ body, could be found in Buckminster Fuller’ work “Critical Path”. Dan Glover /”Lila's Child: An Inquiry into Quality”/ in his paper about the relevance of some ideas of Pirsig and Buckminster Fuller, in “Perception of Quality” said:   
Buckminster Fuller (sometimes described as an eccentric genius, though he himself was loath to call himself a genius of any kind) was also impressed with seemingly inconsequential happenings, so much so that he declared those coincidences and seeming irrelevant happenings as the "real" way the universe operates, and named that action "precession". 




When we push toward one another the opposite rigid-disc ends of a flexible, water-filled cylinder, the center swells maximally outward in a circular plane perpendicular (at right angles) to the line of our pushing together. 





When we drop a stone in the water, a circular wave is generated that moves outwardly in a plane perpendicular (at right angles) to the line of stone-dropping - the outwardly expanding circular wave generates (at ninety degrees) a vertical wave that in turn generates an additional horizontally and outwardly expanding wave, and so on. 
All these right-angle effects are precessional effects. Precession is the effect of bodies in motion on other bodies in motion. 

The sun and the earth are both in motion. Despite the 180 degree gravitational pull of the in-motion sun upon the in-motion earth, precession makes earth orbit around the sun in a direction that is at ninety degrees - i.e., at right angles - to the direction of the sun's pull upon earth. 
The concept of structural stability in the formation of different species by way of deformation is typical for the growt. According to Buckminster Fuller:
The successful regeneration of life growth on our planet Earth is ecologically accomplished always and only as the precessional, right-angled "side-effect" of the biological species' chromosomically programmed individual-survival preoccupation's - the honeybees are chromosomically programed to enter the flower blossoms in search of honey. Seemingly inadvertently (but realistically precessionally) this occasions the bee's bumbling tail's becoming dusted with pollen (at ninety degrees to each bees' linear axis and flight path), where after the bees' further bumbling entries into other flowers at right angles inadvertently dusts off, pollenizes, and cross-fertilizes those flowers at right-angles (precessionally) to the bees' operating axis - so too, do all the mobile creatures of Earth cross-fertilize all the different rooted botanicals in one fashion or another precessionally (right-angled), inadvertent way. Critical Path - Page 141-2 
There are no solids. There are no things. There are only interfering and non interfering patterns operative in pure principle, and principles are eternal. Principles never contradict principles. Principles can interaccomodate one another only in non interfering frequency ways. Principles can interaugment one another if frequency is synchronizable. Critical Path -Page 158
The topologycal homeomorphism is the explicit form of the quality of the quantity transformation. We can experience the quality of the quantity by performing empirically test of the illustrated above example, simply transforming the drawing from first figure on the rubber latex /rubber elastc/ stripe and manipulating the grid by stretching the rubber stipe. We will experience the continous deformations of objects, deformations that involve stretching, but no tearing or gluing. The properties or determined qualities /as fit and eye/ of the figures will remain constant within some class of nondiscoursive changes. The properties will be preserved through deformations - twisting and stretching. There are many moments and many determined qualities /quantity of qualities/ in the phases of transition of figures into each other, in this continuous one-to-one inverse. These many determined qualities /quantity of qualities/ or “Q” stages in the phase are not distinctive qualities because the explicite of their quantity is the quality of the quantity as non discursive transition of quality. The explicite form of the quality here is non discursive and not a typical for the known discursive quality. We should be back to Hermann Haken’ Synergetics and his concept of “Phase transformation” or “nonequilibrum phase transition”, just to conclude that the Phase transformation and Nonequilibrum phase transition are the explicit form of the new category and method – The Quality of the quantity.
The non discursive transition of quality or the phase transformation and nonequilibrum phase transition linked the quality of the quantity with evolution. There is a great example of the quality of the quantity find in the evolution of biological spieces illustrating the non discoursive qualitative change. This example is the fish Latimeria chalumnae or Coelacanth. 
Coelacanth is like the fusion of life and time. It is a “living fosil”. Scientists had known coelacanths only in fossils up to 400 million years old. Then in 1938 they discovered the ancient fish were still living off the coast of Africa. A new population of coelacanths was located in 1998 off the coast of Indonesia. The first living Coelacanths are discovered in 1938 by Marjorie Courtenay Latimer. The Coelacanth is named Latimeria after Marjorie Latimer.
The coelacanths are lungfishes and tetrapods /four legs/. They were believed to have been extinct since the end of the Cretaceous period. Coelacanths were considered the "missing link" between the fish and the tetrapods until the first Latimeria specimen was found off the east coast of South Africa in 1938. The fossils of the coelacanth are believed to be indicative of the order's place as a transitional evolutionary link due to the presence of leg-like structures. Extant specimens of two species of the genus Latimeria have been discovered, allowing study of evolutionary changes within the Coelacanthiforme order.
The Coelacanth/Latimeria is a dual being consisted by two determined qualitis – one of the fish and other of the lung-fishes and tetrapods, but interesting fact is that no one of these qualities is not dominant. The Coelacanth/Latimeria embeds the two qualities in one. The Coelacanth/Latimeria is like the vesica pisces. These two qualities are not distinctive blending in one – the quality of the quantity. Not a fish and not an animal, The Coelacanth/Latimeria is something else – the third one. The Coelacanth/Latimeria is just great evolutionary illustration of the phase transition, such a synergetic being. Illustrating the Growth and Form after the D'Arcy's famous work, On Growth and Form and proving his concept of allometry. 
The qualitative quantity could be illustrated with the concept of allometry, with the conclusion given by D'Arcy Thompson: "An organism is so complex thing, and growth so complex a phenomenon, that for growth to be so uniform and constant in all the parts as to keep the whole shape unchanged would indeed be an unlikely and an unusual circumstance. Rates vary, proportions change, and the whole configuration alters accordingly."
In the conclusion of my paper “Quality of the Quantity” I have established some links between the nature of qualitative quantity and the plasticity and elasticity as exhibit forms of quality of the quantity, arguing that the dialectic of the qualitative quantity can be found in the nature of organic life. A good example for the dual nature of the quality of the quantity is the nature of the fluid crystals. A liquid crystal is a fluid like a liquid but is anisotropic in its optical and electro-magnetic characteristics like a solid. Establishing already the link between sunergetic’s concept of structural stability and phase transition as explicit form of the qualitative quantity, I have extended the explication of the qualitative quantity method to the media and communication, social science and economy. Synergetics is an interdisciplinary field of research that was founded by Hermann Haken in 1969.  Synergetics deals with complex systems that are composed of many individual parts /components, elements/ that interact with each other and are able to produce spatial, temporal or functional structures by selforganization. In particular, synergetics searches for general principles governing selforganization irrespective of the nature of the individual parts of the systems that may belong to a variety of disciplines such as physics, metereology, chemistry /pattern formation by chemical reactions, including flames/, biology /morphogenesis, evolution theory/ movement science, brain activities, computer sciences /synergetic computer/, sociology /e.g. city growth/ psychology and psychiatry /including Gestalt psychology/. The recent research activities focus on brain theory and psychology. In his book “Synergetics: Introduction and Advanced Topics”, Haken directed some implementation of his science to the economy. The methods of synergetics are penetrating such filds as economics – wrote Haken in his book. He included in his book an economic model in which he uses the concept of nonequilibrum phase transition – A Stochastic Model for the Formation of Public Opinion /Chapter 11.1/ and Phase Transition in Economics /Chapter 11.2/. Regarding the Media and Communication Haken is writing about the self organization in continuously extended media.  

The Quality of the quantity is a category and method of the plasticity logic and dialectic, corresponding with the plasticity of our brain and stretching boundaries. The elasticity is the continuum mechanics of bodies that deform reversibly under stress. Plasticity in a crystal of pure metal is primarily caused by two modes of deformation in the crystal lattice, slip and twinning. Slip is a shear deformation which moves the atoms through many interatomic distances relative to their initial positions. Twinning is the plastic deformation which takes place along two planes due to set of forces applied on a given metal piece. Crystalline materials contain uniform planes of atoms organized with long-range order. Planes may slip past each other along their close-packed directions. The result is a permanent change of shape within the crystal and plastic deformation. The presence of dislocations increases the likelihood of planes slipping. The presence of other defects within a crystal may entangle dislocations or otherwise prevent them from gliding. When this happens, plasticity is localized to particular regions in the material. For crystals, these regions of localized plasticity are called shear bands. The plastic deformation is defomation which remains after the load removed. The plastic deformation of crystals preserves lattice structure – shearing of lattice planes against each other /slip/ and plastic displacements plastic displacement are “quantized’ in terms of multiple lattice vectors. At some low temperatures and high stresses, the deformation of crystals occurs exclusively by slip of lattice planes. The slip system is characterized by slip plane normal; slip direction; slip vector /a lattice vector in the slip direction/; often by slip planes are most densely packed lattice planes; and slip directions are most densely packed lattice directions.

The elasticity and topology are stronly related. In the study “DNA elasticity: topology of self-avoidance”, the authors Joseph Samuel, Supurna Sinha and Abhijit Ghosh, are discussing theoretical treatment of DNA stretching and twisting experiments. The topological sensitivity analysis results in a scalar function, called topological derivative, which allow scientists to quantify the sensitivity of a given cost function when the domain under consideration is perturbed by introducing a hole. This derivative has been regarded as a promising tool to solve topology optimization problems. Topological derivative, shape sensitivity analysis, topology design, and asymptotic analysis are subject of the study “The Topological-Shape Sensitivity Method in two-dimensional linear elasticity topology design”, the topological derivative allow authors to quantify the sensitivity of a given cost function when a small hole is created at an arbitrary point of the domain of definition of the problem. For this reason, the topological derivative in the study has been seen as a promising framework for applications in topology design problems. In this study it is shown a method to compute the topological derivative based on classical shape sensitivity analysis concepts. This approach, called Topological-Shape Sensitivity Method, has been successfully applied in several engineering problems. 

The new quality of the quantity or qualitative quantity /Hegel/ is applicable to the non-linear systems. The notion of this new quality of the quantity or qualitative quantity is implicit in non-linear systems, complex dynamic theory, chaos theory and modern mathematics.
In the conclusion in my paper “Quality of the Quantity”, I have extended the concept of qualitative quantity to the theory of neuroplasticity, investigating on the plasticity of our brain and the qualitative quantity and elasticity as one of the most important concepts in economic theory. In economics, elasticity is the ratio of the percent change in one variable to the percent change in another variable. 
From 1989 to 1990 I wrote the second seminal thesis of my dissertation - “Quality and Time”, presented at the conference “The Fundamental Knowledge between Ontology Dilemma and Cognitive Problems”, published in 1990, by The Institute for Philosophical Research at the Bulgarian Academy of Science. 

In “Quality and Time” /1990/, I have continued to improve and develop my concept of qualitative quantity with some implication concerning ontology dilemma and cognitive problems, in particular related with Henry Poincare's theory for the Time and Simultaneousness seen as an implementation of Qualitative quantity. 

The common understanding in dialectics represents the quantity as related with time, and the quality as related with space. If the Time is defined as the qualitative motion of the being, Space is defined as the quantitative motion of the being. The change of paradigm established by the physical theory of relativity in particular special theory of relativity proposed the reconceptualization of interdependence between quality and quantity, space and time. 

I have enhanced my concept of the qualitative quantity with some implication illustrating the concepts with the findings of the Russian astronomer and astrophysicist Nikolai Kozyrev, the concept of Thermodinamical Time of Albert Veinik, and the concept of Thermodynamics of Irreversible Processes of Ilya Romanovich Prigogine.

The principal distinction between the qualitative and quantitative aspects of Time given by the Russian astronomer and astrophysicist Nikolai Aleksandrovich Kozyrev /1908-1983/ is experimentaly proven with the so called Kozyrev Mirrors. In physics time is identified with the set of real numbers. Their mathematical architecture is very rich: their construction involves closely interwoven structures of order and topology and several algebraic structures. Evidently the mathematical properties of a straight line should conform to the real properties of the physical time. The structure of order creates the succession of time instant. The additive group of number addition forms the metric to measure physical time intervals. The number multiplication group enables us to choose arbitrary units for measuring time. The real-number line topology induces the physical time continuity. However, physics does not contain a necessity and sufficiency analysis of the real line axiomatics (containing one and a half or two tens of postulates) for describing the actual properties of time. A reason for that is the usual absence of an explicit non-mathematical concept of time in physics. N. A. Kozyrev made a physical interpretation of the concept of time.  

A substantial interpretation of N.A. Kozyrev’s concept of Time enriched the dynamic picture of the World by introducing a new entity, possessing “active properties” and coinciding with neither matter, nor field, nor space-time in its usual understanding. This entity is difficult not only for intuitive or logical perception but also for a verbal description since a proper complex of concepts and images for dealing with the new ideas is yet to be developed. /A. P. Levich/. N.A.Kozyrev’s causal mechanics contains a substantial time construction. There is a material carrier /a certain medium/, directly “converting” cause into effect”. N.A.Kozyrev imagined time as “a mighty flow embracing all the material processes in the universe, and all the processes taking place in these systems are sources feeding that flow” /Kozyrev 1963, p.96/. According to N.A.Kozyrev, “time flows into a system through a cause to an effect” /Kozyrev 1971, p.118/. “There is an impression that time is pulled inside by a cause and gets denser at the location of an effect” /Kozyrev 1971, p.129/. “... In every process of Nature time can be formed or spent” /Kozyrev 1971, p.129/. Kozyrev pointed out the sharp contradiction between the second law of thermodynamics which brings nearer the thermal death of the Universe, and the absence of any signs of equilibrium in the observed diversity of the Universe. 

In his study “Possibility of experimental study of properties of time” /unpublished article by N.A. Kozirev -  Pulkovo, September 1967/, Kozirev wrote: 

The concept of time surpasses our imagination. Time involves the most profound and completely unknown properties of the world which can scarcely bne envisaged by the bravest flight of human fancy. In reality, the exact sciences negate the existence in time of any other qualities other than the simplest quality of "duration" or time intervals, the measurement of which is realized in hours. This quality of time is similar to the spatial interval. The theory of
relativity by Einstein made this analogy more profound, considering time intervals and space as compo- nents of a four-dimensional interval of a Minkowski universe. Only the pseudo-Euclidian nature of the geometry of the Minkowski universe differentiates the time interval from the space interval. ..Time possesses a quality, creating a difference in causes from effects, which caqn be evoked by directivity or pattern. This property determines the difference in the past from the future. ..Time accomplishes a relationship between all phenomena of nature and participates actively in them…Time has diverse qualities, which can be studied by experiments. Time contains the entire universe of still unexplored occurrences. The physical experiments studying these phenomena should gradually lead to an understanding of what time represents. 
Back in 1970, Albert I. Veinik introduced the expression Chronal field comprehending time as elementary particles, chronons, and thereby able to vary in speed. These chronons create a chronal force field, especially by mass being set to spin. A.I. Veinik experimented with gyroscopes and their variation in gravity. The term chronal comes from the Greek word kronos, meaning time. Assuming a connection between the detected fields and the rate of the course of time, A.I.Veinik coined the term "chronal detector". A.I. Veinik experimentally discovered that it is possible to alter the rate of any process /including the process of a radioactive decay/ by subjecting that process to the influence of torsion radiation. This fact is stipulated by the ability of torsion fields to affect the inertial forces in any circulating mechanical system and demonstrated rigorously by G.I.Shipov.
In accordance with Albert Veinik’s concept, the qualitative quantity in the Torsion field has explored. Torsion fields are able to change the rate of any physical process, for instance, they significantly alter the oscillation frequency of quartz crystals. Thus this property can be employed in torsion field detectors. The possibile affect upon the oscillation frequency of a quartz plate by torsion radiation was experimentally discovered by N.A.Kozyrev, and later was employed in various torsion detectors developed by A.I.Veinik. Since the superposition of a torsion field and a gravitational field in a local area of space may result in the reduction of gravity in this area /the so called "torsion compensation of gravity"/, then the influence of torsion radiation upon any physical object may result in a reduction in weight of that object. This significant property of torsion fields was discovered in the 1950s by N.A.Kozyrev, and later, it was confirmed in the investigations conducted by A.I.Veinik, M.M.Lavrentiev, and others. 
The implementation of the qualitative quantity was explored in Prigogine’s definition of dissipative structures and their role in the thermodynamic systems away from equilibrium. The quest for a creative and irreversible role of time in the natural sciences and social sciances is the quest of the quality of the quantity. Prigogin’s work is seen by many as a bridge between natural sciences and social sciences. In his Thermodynamic Stability Theory Prigogine points that there is a basic distinction between “reversible processes” and “irreverible processes”. At the very core of the second law of thermodynamics we find the basic distinction between “reversible” and “irreversible processes” and only irreversible processes contribute to entropy production. The second law of termodynamics expresses the fact that irreversible processes lead to one-sidedness of time. The positive time direction is associated with the increase of entropy. The qualitative quantity is related with the fundamentsl question set by Prigogine - Can we extrapolate this stability property further away from equilibrium? The inclusion of thermodynamic irreversibility through a non-unitary transformation theory leads to a deep alteration of the structure of dynamics. The Quality of the quantity is the task of philosophical inquiries of the dissipative structure theory and the pioneering research in self-organizing systems. 

In “Quality and Time” /1990/, the concept of the qualitative quantity was linked with the adaptive behavior of the complex systems where the creative role of Time is proved by Ilya Romanovich Prigogine. Prigogin solved the problem of how natural order could emerge in the midst of increasing chaos through the discovery of self-organization of non-equilibrium systems. He can be considered as the third key person (after Ludwig Boltzmann and Lars Onsager) of thermodynamics of irreversible processes (or nonequilibrium thermodynamics), which is the thermodynamics of life, as all processes involving living organisms are irreversible. From Prigogin’s works, we begin to understand the constructive role played by irreversible processes in the physical world. In other words, he showed that unidirectional time phenomena over a wide range are accompanied by self-organization.

Interestingly, not only do living organisms organize themselves, but also inanimate systems involve self-organization. As Professor Prigogine stated: “Matter is more integrated than we usually believe.…The gap between life and non-life is smaller than we think....Chemical communication between molecules over long distances and long periods of time, also [exists]
in non-living systems.” He expanded on this idea of long distance communication in the following way: “You have a coherent system, you have communication over a long distance because it is coherent; to act all together needs communication over a large distance and over a long time, because you see dissociations for seconds or minutes and you know that. So, matter has a way of communicating over long distances over a long time. And often I say: matter in equilibrium is blind, and it communicates over short distances over a short time. Matter out of equilibrium begins to see.” 

In Prigogine’s opinion, society can begin to investigate cultural and social change in dialogue with science. His work on the theory of car traffic confirmed the supposition that even human behavior, with all its complexity, is eventually susceptible to mathematical formulation. 

Where have we got to? I am convinced that we are approaching a bifurcation point that is connected to progress in information technology and everything associated with it, such as multimedia, robotics and artificial intelligence. This is the “networked society” with its dreams of a global village. But what will be the result of this bifurcation, along which branch of it are we going to find ourselves? What will be the effect of globaliza globalization?

The word “globalization” covers a variety of very different situations. It is possible that the Roman emperors were already dreaming of “globalization” of a single culture that would dominate the world. The preservation of cultural pluralism and respect for others is going to demand the entire attention of future generations. But there are also other dangers on the horizon. Around 12,000 species of ant are known today. Their colonies range from between several hundred to many millions of individuals. It is interesting to note that the behaviour of ants depends on the size of the colony. In a small colony, the ant will behave as an individualist, looking for food and then bringing this back to the nest. When the colony is large, however, the situation changes, and co-ordination of activities becomes essential.

Collective structures then appear spontaneously as a result of auto-catalytic reactions between ants bringing about chemically mediated exchanges of information. It is no coincidence that in large ant or termite colonies individual insects become blind. Population growth shifts the initiative from the individual to the collective. 

Professor Prigogine was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1977 for his contributions to non-equilibrium thermodynamics, particularly dissipative structures. The theory of dissipative structures was proposed as a universal law, and indeed, the main theme of Prigogine’s scientific work has been a better understanding of such structures, including the role of time, in domains spanning the physical sciences and biology.

The time I have published my two works on the qualitative quantity and Poincare, and the time I was admitted as a candidate of philosophical sciences and research associate with The Institute for Philosophical Research at the Bulgarian Academy of Science, was the time of the late eightees, the so called “evil eightees” by some of the Bulgarian philosophers. The year of 1989 was the year of fall of communism. The years 1989-1990 in Bulgaria were the years of schism, against the following of “perestroika”. The year of 1991 was the sudden change in alignment of forces in favor of radical and reformist groups and their coming to power. My thesis presented to the academic councel for the partial fulfillment for the degree of doctor of philosophy was accepted, but my writing and the research report never went into dissertation. During the presentation of my thesis the auditorium of academic councel was divided. 

From the one part of the philosophers I have received the admiration and engouragment with some statement that there is a excellent dow in my research report to bake a good philosophical bread. I was really engouraged by my academic concelor Dr. Sava Petrov, Ivan Ganev, Stefan Vasev, Boris Chendov, Vassil Prodanov and Assoc. Prof. Assen Dimitrov, Ph.D. Assen Dimitrov is a Research Fellow at the Institute for Philosophical Studies, with the Background in Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos Theory, and research focused on several aspects of order and structural stability in complex dynamical systems. His approach to the topical issues of “soft” social and information science in terms of nonlinear dynamics and chaos theory is remarcable. 
From the other part of the academia I have got the attacks and allegation for idealism not complying with dialectical materialism. From nowadays this may be hard to believe, but back in 1989-1990, it was considered quite heretical to challenge the dialectical materialism recalling the spirit of Poincare. I have experienced the hostility of the hardliners communist philosophers in the institute, the hostility inherited from Lenin against the philosophical doctrine of Poincaré. A critique of Poincaré’s philosophical views was given by V. I. Lenin in Materialism and Empiriocriticism Attacked by Lenin, less viciously than other scientists, for “idealistic deductions”. 
The following years brought the colaps and vacuum for the Institute for Philosophical Sciences. The legal acts and regulation concerning the academic developments were frozen. My academic concelor Dr. Sava Petrov died. The colaps in the Bulgarian Academy of Science lasted to 1995, when the Institute changed its name from “Institute of Philosophical Sciences” to “Institute for Philosophical Research”. This situation is well described by the philosopher Asen Ignatov in his “The history of the philosophical traditions in Estern Europe” /"Geschichte der philosophischen Traditionen Osteuropas". Dam and Asen Ignatov, Darmstadt, 1996/ claiming that, just in the beginning of the ninthees, the Bulgarian philosophers become free to resume their familiarization with the estimated western philosophers. Asen Ignatov asserted that the Bulgarian contemporary philosophers are without their own philosophical tradition. I should menshion here the book “Bulgarian studies in the philosophy of science”, published by Kluwer, Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, and edited by Dimitur Ginev. The volum represents the works of some of the most distinguishable philosophers of science in Bulgaria, including Dr. Sava Petrov’s work “The danger of catching Nature in Contradiction” and Assoc. Prof. Assen Dimitrov’s work, “Are bifurcations of the Human Knowledge Possible?” the book “Bulgarian studies in the philosophy of science” deals with major perspectives on philosophy of science "after the end of post-positivism", and it represents basic philosophical controversies in an Eastern-European society "after the end of state socialism".
All my researches in philosophy, investigations and applications of the qualitative quantity, at first sight, appear to be remote from my main activity as a lawyer, have, in reality, enriched me with valuable experience.
I moved to Canada in 1997. During my years at Toronto, from 1997 to 2007, I became increasingly fascinated with the works and legacy of Harold Innis and Marshall McLuhan. McLuhan works and his insights for media and communication are great impact on modes of thinking, perceiving and behaving, having such a powerful potential for social and cultural effects. The Poincare concept of the time and space as simultaneousness I rediscovered through the mind of McLuhan regarded by Richard Cavell as a "space theorist". Cavell seeks for an all-encompassing formula to explicate the phenomenon of a quintessentially Canadian McLuhan, who had a substantial impact throughout the world in the 1960s and then again in the 1990s. Cavell locates the vision that creates such an impact in McLuhan's discovery of the idea of "acoustic space" /a "percept," according to McLuhan/. "Acoustic space" has become one of those phrases like "global village," "the medium is the message" and the "Gutenberg Galaxy," which are synonymous with his name. The peculiar attractiveness of this percept is that it is simultaneously abstract and yet material, describing "unenclosed space" and hence permitting discussions about measure, movement through "space-time" and speed. I rediscovered the apearence of the qualitative quantity in McLuhan’s Canadian Sense of Space, Time and Tactility. The "Acoustic space" in the concept of McLuhan originally emerged from the description of "auditory space" in the behavioural psychology of E.A. Bott of the University of Toronto, which was brought to McLuhan's attention by a colleague in the Ford Foundation Culture and Communication seminars, psychologist Karl Williams. Bott's idea, that auditory space "has no centre or no margins since we hear from all directions simultaneously," immediately attracted McLuhan, who had already been immersed in then-contemporary writers concerned with space, including art and architecture historian Sigfried Giedion, visual artist and designer Laszlo Mohly-Nagy and classicist Francis Cornford, author of "The Invention of Space." With Ted Carpenter, co-founder of the seminars and of the early multidisciplinary journal Explorations, McLuhan gradually expanded the idea of auditory space, christening it "acoustic space" to dramatize its abstract nature. Carpenter contributed Aboriginal, especially Inuit, conceptions of an acoustic space; McLuhan worked out its relation to the contemporary arts and poetry affected by four-dimensional geometry and the new physics. / Richard Cavell, McLuhan in Space: A Cultural Geography, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002/.
Marshall McLuhan’s works influenced me to read and research James Joyce’s “Finnegans Wake”. In addition to my law practice and studies in philosophy I am also a visual artist. My visual art project with some writings based on James Joyce’ novel „Finnegans Wake” – Visual Fable on James Joyce’ Finnegans Wake could be seen at http://www.behance.net/borisart (​http:​/​​/​www.behance.net​/​borisart​) . 

There are wide evidences in research linking James Joyce works with the ideas of new mathematics and physics. The works of Thomas Jackson Rice from University of South Carolina - “Joyce, Chaos and Comlexity” and “Ulysses, Chaos, and Complexity (​http:​/​​/​hjs.ff.cuni.cz​/​archives​/​v1​/​framed​/​ricenote.html" \l "1​)” are of critical importance to this subject: 
In Ulysses James Joyce uncannily anticipates the perspective of the new chaoticians and shares the metaphysical implications of their worldview. Moreover, understanding Ulysses in light of chaos theory can substantially refine our sense of how the novel should be read and legitimately interpreted. 
Focusing on the famous passage from the "Aeolus" episode of Ulysses, “with its peculiar shifts in time and tone”,  Thomas Jackson Rice asserted:

Joyce was intuitively aware of chaos theory some forty years ahead of its earliest developments, but from the realization that, in both Ulysses and Finnegans Wake, he anticipates the aim sought by our contemporaries in science: a more accurate picture of the world in all its complexity and apparent randomness. And I shall conclude by suggesting that recent developments in Joyce criticism, and critical theory generally, offer some illuminating parallels to the paradigm shift now occurring in the sciences (​http:​/​​/​hjs.ff.cuni.cz​/​archives​/​v1​/​framed​/​ricenote.html" \l "3​). / For the concept of the "paradigm shift," see Kuhn's Structure of Scientific Revolutions./
….
One of the most unsettling early emphases of chaos theory, however, was the study of many actual events in nature where small causes produce enormous consequences. Often, quite minute differences in the initial conditions of a dynamic system, in fact, lead to vast differences over time, differences both unpredictable and apparently unanalyzable. This principle of sensitive dependence on initial conditions has been nicknamed the "butterfly effect," from the meteorologist Edward Lorenz's description of the dynamics of weather systems, in his 1979 paper entitled: "Predictability: Does the Flap of a Butterfly's Wings in Brazil Set Off a Tornado in Texas?" (​http:​/​​/​hjs.ff.cuni.cz​/​archives​/​v1​/​framed​/​ricenote.html" \l "6​)  - / Lorenz presented his paper at the annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (29 December 1979) (Gleick 322). Although his butterfly metaphor is a relatively recent creation, Lorenz first presented his basic model of unpredictability in the weather, his strange attractor, in 1963, in his paper on "Deterministic Nonperiodic Flow" (Gleick 321). Gleick provides an excellent overview of Lorenz's career (11-41 and passim)./
…..
Actually, Lorenz's "butterfly effect" is not a totally original formulation; the turn-of-the-century French mathematician Jules Henri Poincarй had observed something very similar in non-linear equations, and the nineteenth-century English scientist and founding father of thermodynamics, James Clerk Maxwell, had anticipated Joyce by using the match to illustrate a similar disproportion between cause and effect: "The match is responsible for the forest fire, but reference to a match does not suffice to understand the fire" (qtd. Prigogine and Stengers 206) (​http:​/​​/​hjs.ff.cuni.cz​/​archives​/​v1​/​framed​/​ricenote.html" \l "7​). 
	….
Likewise, Stephen's reverie that Messenger's lighting of his cigar, "that small act, trivial in itself, that striking of that match," could determine "the whole aftercourse of both our lives," does not seem like a profound metaphysical insight; indeed, it sounds very much like a clichй. And if it be a clichй, it is because Stephen reflects, through conventionalized narrative style, something often thought and recognized in everyday experience: the sensitive dependence of our fates on apparently small and accidental initial conditions. Notwithstanding its status as a commonplace, Joyce in fact builds his entire novel on just such a "small act, trivial in itself," the brief encounter of Stephen and Bloom. Lorenz's formulation of his "butterfly effect" itself illustrates the principle it concerns, because his iteration of a familiar idea has generated, through a series of consequences, a massive reorientation of contemporary thought in the sensitively dependent system of the sciences, a new analytical focus on the complexity, irregularity, and unpredictable muddle of the world as we experience it. Chaos theory moves science toward the description of this real world and indicates that complexity is rooted in the simple, in a way very different from the Cartesian-Newtonian conception of simplicity. 
….
the cosmos is unpredictable, accidental; yet in explanation, in description by a kind of retrospective arrangement, we can see that this cosmos is designed, determined. In a word, in Joyce's word from Finnegans Wake, the scientists of complexity have found a "chaosmos" in the cosmos (FW118.21). 
…..
We have a precise analog in literature for the phenomenon of feedback that makes the behavior of dynamic systems both unpredictable and, it would appear, hopelessly complex. In the act of reading itself, the individual reader's response alters the behavior of the "system," the book, with each "iteration," or reading. The same and many additional readers perform subsequent iterations/readings: in all cases, the products of the experience will differ, sometimes with unpredictably vast shifts in the results. Joyce's own, often noted behavior as a reader of his own work, feeding back his prior experience of the text into the text, intensifies this chaotic complexity. The exponential growth of Ulysses from its earliest state as a short story intended for Dubliners and Joyce's well documented incremental methods of composition for both Ulysses and Finnegans Wake, parallel the behavior of nonlinear dynamic systems approaching chaotic turbulence. The apparently simple initial conditions of the Joycean text approach and maintain a tenuous balance on the so-called "edge of chaos," that region where the greatest diversity and creativity reside in nature (​http:​/​​/​hjs.ff.cuni.cz​/​archives​/​v1​/​framed​/​ricenote.html" \l "9​). This region, now being examined by the scientists of complexity, is the realm Joyce's critics have long inhabited in literary study. 
……
The researchers at the Santa Fe Institute for the Study of Complexity approach their subject in much the same way as some critics approach the analysis of literature. This is not entirely coincidental, since one of the founders of the Santa Fe Institute is Murray Gell-Mann, who turned to Finnegans Wake to find a name for an elementary particle in quantum physics, the "quark." (​http:​/​​/​hjs.ff.cuni.cz​/​archives​/​v1​/​framed​/​ricenote.html" \l "10​) /Such is the "standard" explanation for the origin of the term "quark" (e.g., see Morris 13); Gell-Mann, however, recalls the story differently: "I liked the sound. . . . Later I read Finnegans Wake, by James Joyce, and came upon the line, `Three quarks for Muster Mark!' There were three of them, and there were three particles in the proton. I knew the name was right" (qtd. Boslough 655). Also see Gell-Mann 180-81.
….




A nonlinear dynamic novel like Ulysses feeds back upon itself, adapting to and affecting its several contexts, and assimilates the reader into its complexity, the reader who feeds on and feeds back into the work and its world. No random phenomenon, Ulysses nevertheless strays from the ordered and static world of the stable system, not into chaos, but to the borderline of complexity, the edge of chaos, where small causes have large effects and where both life itself and great works of literature are found.
David A. White makes a similar point when he distinguishes Ulysses, a novel "based on principles of stability," from Finnegans Wake, a work "based on principles of continual flux" (127). Joyce's determinism appears in his use of a third-person narration that "introduces an apparently irreducible stability into the metaphysics of consciousness, implicitly but also undeniably" (126). 
Joyce insists that man's essence consists in his being a conscious reactor against his uncertainty about having any significance" (239). For the most extended reading of Ulysses in light of quantum theory, see Booker 577-86; and for a convincing argument for an aboriginal reality in the novel, beyond the influence or control of the observer, see Perlis 191-97. Most of the critics who have seen Ulysses reflecting the new physics of the first quarter of this century, have suggested rather loose correlations to an often misrepresented version of Einstein's theories of relativity, following the early lead of Wyndham Lewis (91-130 passim), and Edmund Wilson (191- 236); for example, see Eco 55-56 and passim, Fleishman 136- 48 and French 5, 12, and passim. French makes a confusing move from casual references to Einsteinian relativity, to a primary concentration on Heisenbergian "incertitude" in her reading of Ulysses (17), illustrating what Perlis describes as the chief danger in the overly facile application of scientific terminology to Ulysses. For the best recent discussions of Joyce's general relations to modern science, see Perlis 191-97 and Friedman 198-206. There are, moreover, several able studies of Joyce's use of the theories of relativity and quantum physics in Finnegans Wake; see, for example, Andrzej's Joyce of Science, Hart 65-66 and passim, Langdon 359-77, Mink 1-16, and Purdy 207- 18. Of course, a recent general study of the fiction, Herring's Joyce's Uncertainty Principle, loosely appropriates one of the central precepts of quantum theory, Heisenberg's "uncertainty principle," to describe Joyce's working methods. 
Henry Poincare’s  portret is incorporated by Joyce’s novel “Finnegans Wake” - "Thanks eversore much, Point Carried!" I can’t say if it is the weight you strike me to the quick, or that red mass was looking at . . . Honours to you and may you be commented for our exhibitiveness." /- James Joyce, Finnegans Wake/ FW 304

The glosses in this text are:
ever so - prefixed in hypothetical sentences to adjs. or advbs., with the sense 'in any conceivable degree'. Sometimes ellipt. = 'ever so much' + FDV: Thanks eversore much. By Saxo gramaticus, you done that lovely for from me. 
Poincaré, Jules Henri (1854-1912) - French mathematician. Joyce might have learned about non-Euclidian geometry from Poincare's La science et l'hypothese (1912) + {Kev's insincere thanks to Dolph - Kev addresses the girl}
strike me pink! - an exclamation of astonishment or indignation (slang.) + to sting to the quick - to affect with a sudden sharp mental pain or an access of painful emotion or irritation; to drive to or into (rage, madness, etc.) by some sharp passion or vexation.
momentum - the 'quantity of motion' of a moving body; the product of the mass by the velocity of a body; impetus gained by movement
potential - possible as opposed to actual; existing in posse or in a latent or undeveloped state, capable of coming into being or action
commend - to give in trust or charge, deliver to one's care or keeping + recommended.
exhibitive - having the property or function of exhibiting or showing forth
anabasis - a going up, a march up, a military advance; the special title of the advance of Cyrus the Younger into Asia, as narrated by Xenophon; also transferred to other expeditions + anabasis (gr) - ascent.
The appearance of the new phisics in “Finnegans Wake” is not just the bolt of the blue. In the remarkable work of Andrzej Duszenko, The Joyce of Science: New Physics in Finnegans Wake, http://duszenko.northern.edu/joyce/index.html (​http:​/​​/​duszenko.northern.edu​/​joyce​/​index.html​) , we read the folowing:
Joyce found the new physics appealing, for the direction of the change brought the scientific outlook closer to his own. The world concept of new physics paralleled numerous aspects of Joyce's own vision of the universe. Responding to the scientific revolution, he incorporated new physics into Finnegans Wake, drawing on it whenever the scientific ideas matched his own. As a result, the book displays both motifs and structural elements related to contemporary developments in physics. And if the word "scientific" can be taken to imply accordance with the current view of science, Joyce, who resisted the study of science in his youth, could even be called a scientific writer by the time he completed Finnegans Wake.
Finnegans Wake thus supports Bohr's principle of complementarity. Quantum physics explains that the notion of undulatory and corpuscular properties of light is not disturbing once we realize that physics does not study the universe but rather our knowledge about the universe. The two properties express not the nature of light itself but rather that of our interaction with light. Similarly, Finnegans Wake describes not so much the world itself as our ideas about it and the expression of those ideas in language. The recurrent motif of the letter represents not only the world's literature and, in the broadest sense of the word, human knowledge, but also Finnegans Wake itself. The book comments extensively on the difficulties involved in attempts to interpret univocally the meaning of the text and, by extension, of the universe which it attempts to describe.
These characteristics of Finnegans Wake do not mean that Joyce's purpose was to recreate in his book the concept of the universe introduced by relativity and quantum physics. They do, however, point to a multiplicity of similarities between new physics and the universe of Finnegans Wake. Joyce's willingness to incorporate the elements of relativity and quanta into his work reflects the convergence of his world view and the new scientific concept of the world. New physics redefined the meaning of science and of the scientific method of pursuing our knowledge of reality. It replaced classical objectivity, with modern subjectivity, probability and doubt. It also showed that science is intimately connected with philosophy and cannot progress without recourse to its methods. In the light of these changes Joyce can be called not only a philosopher but a scientific writer as well.”
Since my first publication on the qualitative quantity in 1989-1990, for the past years until now, the significant developments of the science and philosophy of schience rlated with the concept of qualitative quantity emerged, evidently enriching the grounds of my thesis. For the past 15 years I have continued my research concerning the new developments, improving and developing my work in progress work on qualitative quantity. 

Evidently, there is a new area of interdependence between the quality and quantity open now for rethinking and reconceptualization. Analyzing the implicosphere and explicosphere of the quality of the quantity – the new slippability dialectic emerges. It is shown in my new study “Cultural Phenomenology of Qualitative Quantity”, that the quality of the quantity is a core of slippability dialectics. The new dialectics of qualitative quantity would enhance the understanding of scientific thought with the "ability to see further into the space of possibilities surrounding what it is" and how it is presented by the "classical" dialectics of Plato, Aristotle, Hegel, Poincare. Through re-conceptualized quality of the quantity /qualitative quantity/, my new study explores the slippability /Douglas R. Hofstadter/ as the subject of dialectics and as exhibit form of quality of the quantity.  The slippability refers to the ability of our concepts to overlap and move from one to another. The implicosphere of the quality represents the question-hood of the quality as well as the explicosphere of the quality represents the answer-hood of the quality. Utilizing the playful names (implicosphere and explicosphere) created by D. Hofstadther as imaginary spheres surrounding a theme of the quality, my aim is to venture variations on the theme of quality. We would be surprised to find that the core of this new concept of quality – the quality of the quantity – is actually slippability tool itself /the medium is the message – McLuhan/, cause and effect of the slippability, open-hood of the slippability itself. To study quality of the quantity means is to cultivate our sense of quality. To have sense of quality of the quantity means to have a sense for slippability as ability to recognize the patterns and archetypes of quality of the quantity and implement it in the architecture of our thought building our actions.

Quality of the Quantity as tool of slippability is a model of mental fluidity and non rigid thought. Quality of the Quantity is fundamental base for this Hofstadter’s "self-watching cognitive architecture for analogy-making".
The "conceptual skeleton" of the quality /of the quantity/ is regarded as the sphere of implication surrounding the idea of quality as well as the sphere of explication of idea of the quality. Thus the conceptual skeleton of this new quality /qq/ is draw into the two overlapping each other circles calling the vesica piscis, where one of the circles is the Qiuality and the other circle is Quantity. The conceptual skeleton of the quality of the quantity is the middle comment part of those two spheres. This middle is the sphere of slippability. The conceptual skeleton of the quality and the quantity is Vesica piscis seen as the The Flower of Life. 








In Pythagoras: One, or the Monad, was represented as a circle with a dot in the middle in order to demonstrate that all subsequent forms and manifestations could be contained within it. The ancients didn’t consider unity to be a ‘number’ but rather a parent of numbers. They noted that unity exists in all things yet remains unapparent. Thus among all the myriad phenomena and apparent division everything is intrinsically made of one divine reality. This notion, on both the linguistic and philosophical plane remains theoretical, but takes concrete shape (at least to our senses) as a powerful symbol when we come to use it in geometry and the notion of qualitative numeral. The problem of the One and the Many has occupied philosophers for thousands of years, and we shall not here attempt to give full discourse on such a complex issue, but the Pythagoreans, right from the beginning of recorded language in the west, were confident they could begin to suggest a solution.
Two or the Duad as a notion of duality gives way to presenting a solution to apparent duality within a fundamental unity. It was commonly represented by drawing a line from the initial dot in the circle of the monad, forming another circle that was still intrinsically apart of the unity (as in a venn-diagram). Thus two is contained by One, and is not in addition to it.
It is the additive process, so common to our modern mentality that begins to confuse us. We can view two as distinctly separate entities, having a reality of their own, or we can view them, as in the diagram, as contained within the One, and separate from it only in the error of our sense data. For example, from within the Earth a person looking around sees much division, but if one were to look from outer space with a top-down perspective one would see it as a singular reality, with no aspect or part that is not contained in the earth. It is a matter of perspective. Though this visual explanation is still unfortunately firmly in the land of metaphor and attached to the concepts of space/time, Pythagoras was attempting to devise a teaching to turn it into a lived vital experience, a moment-to-moment recollection that grew inside each individual, reminding them this isolation and apparent separation of “you and I” is an illusion. Two can ultimately be used in this system as a singular conceptual device for illustrating the notion of dualistic thought patterns, opposites, and all the problems and complexities that arise with them.
“But every tension of opposites culminates in a release, out of which comes the ‘third.’ In the third, the tension is resolved and the lost unity is restored.” (Carl Jung, as qted. by Schneider p.38)


The Sacred Triad, commonly represented by the triangle, served a very important function. It was the pole on which the duality of all things were made to be unity, and it was therefore a means of representing harmony and the penetration of duality into the third principle of philosophical rebirth. It is the middle way of all extremes; the ability to transcend the opposites is to see through the illusions of phenomena and to again finally catch hold of the unitive experience. This is, in one way or another, what we are all seeking for in some way—for to leave the illusion of duality is to be complete. A man and a woman in harmony is a solid metaphor for the completion of our other half, which we always seem to be searching for. For every whole event is inherently comprised of a trinity of two opposites and an outside third element that brings about a new whole…the two body problem   
Two sides of a coin have a third element, but we must begin to consider the coin itself, which is a whole and fundamental One. The third eye, or spiritual vision, (which would be represented by the triangle in the diagram) once awakened in the human body as an energy center above and between the eyebrows, serves as a mediation for knowing all things as they truly are, the gift to see even human body’s and all living life forms as different aspects of spirit and soul permeating matter. The senses left alone, without the aid of the higher faculties, lead us to delusion as to the nature of our Being—and thus we are still stuck in the dark spaces of Plato’s cave, unable to rise above and see the light of the third eye, the beatific vision. 
In our present days quality and quantity are cliché, we shall admit, but also archetype. In the sense of Marshall McLuhan’s use of terms cliché and archetype, we agree that clichés can sometimes awake us from this dazed state, and provide a breakthrough into a new kind of experience. The continually repeated cliché can draw attention to itself, prompting a sting of perception or shock of recognition. In this sense, a "cliché" can be a breakthrough that actually enhances our understanding. Our aim is the breakthrough of qualitative quantity, which is subject of our Cultural Phenomenology of Qualitative quantity. Here we have dealt with the “different” conceptual category of quality, arguing that this quality differs significantly from the common understanding of quality /as determined quality/ that arise from the law of dialectics.  This new quality is the quality of the quantity /quality of the quantitative changes/, first noticed in philosophy by Plato as “quality of numbers”, and by Hegel as “qualitative quantity”. 
The cliché about quality and quantity is the well known law of the transformation of quantity into quality determined by Engels in his “Dialectics of Nature”, derived from his reading of Hegel’s Science of Logic as the law of the passage of quantitative changes into qualitative changes. This second law of dialectics is established by Marx in his Capital, Vol.1., with the statement that “development is a process whereby insignificant and imperceptible quantitative changes lead to fundamental, qualitative changes. Qualitative changes occur not gradually, but rapidly and abruptly, as leaps from one state to another” and "Merely quantitative differences, beyond a certain point, pass into qualitative changes". The reason to mark the dialectical law of transformation of quantity into quality as a cliché is that these postulates of Engels and Marx are relevant only to the linear systems. This dialectical law is cliché not due to the anachronism of dialectical materialism, but mainly because of it common use based in the common use of what we call linear thinking.  
The arhetype of qualitative quantity and conceptual skeleton of the quality of the quantity is traced back to the roots of dialectics and found in Plato as “quality of the numbers” and in Hegel as “qualitative quantity”. The new quality of the quantity or qualitative quantity /Hegel/ is applicable to the non-linear systems. The notion of this new quality of the quantity or qualitative quantity is implicit in non-linear systems, complex dynamic theory, chaos theory and modern mathematics. 

The breakthrough of qualitative quantity is possible due to developments of the modern physics and mathematics. Thus our approach to the Cultural Phenomenology of Qualitative quantity is the development and the language of mathematics. The use of language in mathematics differs from the language of ordinary speech in important way. It is non-temporal, there is no past, present, or future in mathematics. Everything just .is..

The most well known genuine quote from Galileo Galilei is “The Book of Nature is written in the language of mathematics”. We may offer the statement that the Book of Quality is written in language of quantity. The Tuscan polymath Galileo Galilei is the first who clearly stated that we learn about the Universe through observation, and we understanding it using the language of mathematics. In this study Cultural Phenomenology of Qualitative quantity is our eye for the observation of patterns of qualitative quantity in our cultural phenomenology as reflection of the Universe. 

Our approach to the domain of the qualitative quantity is focused on the philosophy of mathematics, which is unthinkable withouth the heritage of thoughts given by the great philosopher and mathematician Jules Henri Poincare. The philosophical origin of Poincaré’s thinking has been generally neglected. /Poincaré’s Conventionalism and French Philosophy at the Turn of the Century, Laurent Rollet/

In our approach to the domain of dialectical logic, we are sharing the philosophical views of Poincare opposite to this of Bertrand Russel, who believed that mathematics was a branch of logic. Poincaré believed that mathemathic is a synthetic science and cannot be deduced from logic since it is not analytic. Poincare strongly opposed Cantorian set theory, objecting to its use of impredicative definitions. 

The modern developments of mathematics, non-linear systems, topology, complex dynamic theory and chaos theory pioneered by Poincare are sufficient proff about Poincare’s conventionalism. 

The well known law of the transformation of quantity into quality is relevant, thus conventional only to the linear systems. The old new qualitative quantity concept embeds the emergence of the new science of non-linear systems in our evolutionary Universe of repeated patterns of behavior called attractors, or basins of attraction. All objects and behaviors that have names in a human language can be mapped as attractors. They emerge spontaneously in the course of the evolution of the physical Universe, they are stabilized by emergent systems of coupled feedback loops, and are transformed in a process called bifurcation, in which the system of coupled feedback loops is destabilized.” This stabilization of the qualitative loops is possible due to the nature of qualitative quantity changes and transformations. The new language of mathematics is the new language of qualitative quantity - “this new language of explanation, of attractors, bifurcations and feedback loops”.

The concept of qualitative quantity is the new convention. For Poincaré, although every scientific theory has its own language or syntax, which is chosen by convention, and it is not a matter of convention whether scientific predictions agree with the facts. Poincaré believed that scientific laws are conventions but not arbitrary conventions. Following Poincaré’s view of scientific induction, we shall conclude that the law of the transformation of quantity into quality is not direct generalizations of experience. This law is not mere summaries of the points on the graph, but rather, the philosopher or the scientist declares the law to be some interpolated curve that is more or less smooth and so will miss some of those points. The law of the transformation of quantity into quality same as the scientific theory is not directly falsifiable by the data of experience, but the falsification process is more indirect.

The conventionalism or contingency has been the standard position of modern linguistics since Ferdinand de Saussure's “L’arbitraire du signe”. The roots of conventionalism or contingency could be traced back to the Aristotle and Plato. Aristotle explained in his Rhetoric, “The duty of rhetoric is to deal with such matters as we deliberate upon without arts or systems to guide us…”, stressing on the contingent because no one deliberates on the necessary or impossible. He believed that the “unavoidable and potentially unmanageable presence of multiple possibilities” or the complex nature of decisions creates and invites rhetoric. Aristotle’s view challenges the view of Plato, who said that rhetoric had no subject matter except for deceit, and gives rhetoric its position at the pinnacle of political debate. The debate on linguistic conventionalism is subject of Plato's Cratylus.
Poincare was among the first to articulate a conventionalist view. His doctrine of geometric conventionalism presents observers of space with a difficult quandary: how to know that space is Euclidean or non-Euclidean. He begins his discussion with some definitions and clarifications. He distinguishes between two types of phenomena, external and internal. External phenomena are involuntary and unaccompanied by muscular sensations, attributable to external objects. Internal phenomena are attributable to our own body and its movements and displacements. Further, changes in one category can be corrected by a correlative move in the other category. Thus in the law of the transformation of quantity into quality, the changes in one category – quality should be corrected by the correlatove move in the other category – quality. This correlative change with the role of feedback loop is the category of qualitative quantity. The notion of this qualitative quantity is homogenous and isotropic. The displacements of quality and the quantity in the measure and their reciprocal influence on the other – quality of the quantity and quantity of the quality - forms the basis of the new geometry. 

The above definitions given by Poincare are the base for his doctrine of conventionalism. With various thought-puzzles to illustrate his view, Poincaré makes the case for a virtually unknowable physical geometry. If light travels in straight lines, then space must be non-Euclidean. If space is Euclidean, then light must bend. It is impossible as the subjective observer to know which of these mechanisms is at work, so we must simply choose one, and use it as if it were true.  Poincaré's conventionalist approach to the geometry of space seems to be a common sense approach also. Poincaré's conventionalist approach to the geometry of space is the reason to apply conventionalist approach to the dialectic of quality and quantity. Our perception and common sense are primarily marked by the perception of Aristotle lienear logic and thinking, and inherited understanding that qualitative changes occur not gradually, but rapidly and abruptly, as leaps from one state to another. The present days’ common sense usually accepts that the quantitative differences, beyond a certain point, pass into qualitative changes.    

Poincaré's conventionalist approach is valuable to us not only for reasons of scientific self-assurance, but because it offers other possibilities of geometries, and allows us to imagine other ways of looking at the universe. In fact, Poincaré made a huge contribution to the field of chaos systems study; the unpredictability of chaotic systems arises due to their sensitivity to their initial conditions, such as their initial position and velocity. Two identical chaotic systems set in motion with slightly different initial conditions can quickly exhibit motions that are quite different. Poincaré concluded that he could not prove the solar system to be completely predictable. He was the first to state the defining feature of what later became known as chaos: "It may happen that small differences in the initial conditions produce very great ones in the final phenomena. A small error in the former will produce an enormous error in the latter. Prediction becomes impossible. ...". The ramifications of Poincaré's discovery were not fully appreciated by most scientists until computers allowed them to easily model and visualize chaotic systems. 

Poincaré is one of the scientists who gave birth to a modern epistemology, that is a philosophy which gives a critical glance on science and its method. Like thinkers as Tannery or Duhem, Poincaré adopted a philosophical attitude that deeply affected the frontiers of many disciplines since he entered in a vaguely bounded territory including science, philosophy and science popularisation (and psychology). /Poincaré’s Conventionalism and French Philosophy at the Turn of the Century, Laurent Rollet/
Poincarean philosophy is not a simple epistemological elaboration of his mathematical, geometrical and physical works; it is the product of a philosophical tradition. Founder of a philosophy of contingency and of a positivist spiritualism, he tried to demonstrate that scientific determinism failed to give a totally adequate picture of reality. According to his conception, scientific laws were not necessary in the same way as formal logic laws; they were determinist only in a weakened way.

Poincare’s conventionalism is related and influenced by the philosophy of Émile Boutroux. Boutroux imagined that materialist laws would apply to the macroscopic world, but that the micro-physical world might include a realm of indeterminism beyond the reach of the best experiments and observations. Boutroux influenced Charles Pierce, who argued that no observational or experimental evidence would be perfect enough to "prove" that determinism was true. Boutroux's most significant contribution was his 1874 The Contingency Of The Laws Of The Nature,, which included the idea of the emergence of different sets of laws at different levels of organization. The laws of physics could not "determine" the laws of chemistry. Laws of biology are not determinable from chemistry, laws of society are not the direct consequence of laws of biology, etc. Boutroux conception also entailed a questioning on the role of conventions and definitions in science. Émile Boutroux’s wife, Aline Poincaré,  is the sister of Henri Poincare. In his books and articles Poincaré seldom mentioned Boutroux’s philosophy and in his known correspondence one can only find two letters written to his brother in law. However, an attentive reading of the correspondence exchanged by Poincaré with his mother and sister during his studies allows to find some informations on the nature of the relations between the two persons. Poincaré and Boutroux  saw each other regularly around 1877-1878. In a letter from this period one can find the mention of a visit of the two men at Ravaisson (Poincaré was to attend the philosopher’s funeral in 1900). /Poincaré’s Conventionalism and French Philosophy at the Turn of the Century, Laurent Rollet/. 

Émile Boutroux’s doctoral thesis, De la contingence des loisde la nature /Contingency of the Law of Nature/ exercised a profound influence on the French Intellectual community and especially on Poincaré. The main objective of Boutroux was to construct a decisive criticism of positivism and mechanical determinism, two major philosophical trends in the second half of the nineteenth century. Boutroux asserted that there could exist other sciences than positive sciences. These sciences were based on different laws and different methods but they were nevertheless capable of formulating acceptable scientific statements. Boutroux was a man of great religiosity and he tried to restore metaphysical analysis by showing that in all levels of being intervenes a contingency that science is unable to explain. 

Among the direct pupils of Boutroux are Emile Durkheim, Henri Bergson, William James.In of Paris scharte Boutroux after model an interdisciplinary circle around itself, which beside his direct pupils also his brother, experienced in Germany, the physicist Léon Boutroux, the mathematicians Jules Tannery and Henri Poincaré, the astronomer Benjamin Baillard. This circle known as “Boutroux circle” developed the bases of the Konventionalismus or Contingentism.  


The concept of some different quality is embedded not only in Poincare’s conventionalism, but also in Émile Boutroux’s thesis of Kontingenz /contingency or conventionalism/. Émile Boutroux’s defined this different quality as “a homogeneous quality“ opposing it against “the principle of absolute persisting of the quantity”. The term of the Kontingenz is based upon the different Qualities the things, which constitute the complex reality:

“It means to place itself outside of the conditions straight of the reality if one refers or from all quality refrains the quantity to a homogeneous quality. Everything which is, possesses qualities and participates evenly therefore to the Indeterminiertheit and in the variability, which to the nature belong to the quality. Therefore the principle of absolute persisting of the quantity cannot be applied strictly to the real things: these have a content of lives and variability, which is never exhausted. “ - De la contingence des loisde la nature /Contingency of the Law of Nature/, Émile Boutroux, 1895

--- the qualitative change which becomes the phenomenon ---

“The law of the conservation of the force presupposes a changeq it does not explain, which it would even make unintelligible where it regarded as possessing undivided sway over the primordial modes of matter. It is not absolute, therefore, and has no control over this initial change, which must take place if the law apply. Lut the variation elements, it will be alleged, are simply qualitaties of things, they are not their substance: this latter consists of figure and motion, i.e. of that very quantitative element whose conservation is affirmed by mathematical law. The consequence of this doctrine is the reduce qualitative change to simply appearances, and along with this change everything nature offers us that is most abstract, without the possibility of conceiving any possible relationship between the immutable element of which the substance of things is made and the qualitative change which becomes the phenomenon thereof.  Finaly, of what exactly consist that element the permamemce of which is affirmed throughout all qualitative changes?

Is it quantity pure and simple? Quantity is but a measure, an abstraction, an ideal limit, not a reality.

Is it the quantity of several qualities? We can compare with one another only measures that refer to one and the same quality.

Is it the quantity of one and the same quality, which would actually be figurative and movable extension? In this case, which is of the two is substance: quantity, which never succeed in being realized, in abtaining the determination and the fixity in demands, or quality, which imposes on quantity this perpetual fluctuation, so opposed to ots essence? Is not quantity subordinated anew to an element of another nature; consequently, does it act just the same as though it existed per se? Even in a qulity so elementary as figureate and movable extention, do we find that determination and identity wich are presupposed by abstract mathematics? Is not this quality closely linked with the rest, and should it not be connected therewith by imperceptible gradations, just as, in higer regions, physical and chemical properties gradually become united in life. To consider quantity with relation to a homogeneous quality, or to leave quality altogether out of account, is to place oneself outside the conditions of reality itself. Everything that is possesses qualitiesq and consequently participates in that radical indetermination and variability which belong to the essence of quality. Thus the principle of the absolute permanence of quantity does not apply exactly to real things: these later have a substratum of life and change, which never becomes exhausted.”

Poincaré exercised a big influence on the groups of Vienna and of Prague. Conventionalism was a main topic in the Vienna Circle, the Polish group (Ajdukiewicz) and even in Louis Rougier’s work. Papers of Poincaré, Duhem and Enriques were read and discussed in the Circles. The manifesto of the Vienna circle (1929) confirms these systematic and historical relations by echoing Poincaré’s conventionalism.

The new period of modernity today is a period that entails fundamental uncertainty and contingency. The power of subpolitics: coping with contingency.
The qualitative quantity change which becomes phenomenon, according to Émile Boutroux, is the subject of study in Cultural Phenomenology of Qualitative quantity. Our approach to this subject is Poincaré Model of the Subconscious Mind in Mathematics, which is the most suitable tool to unfold the arhetype of qualitative quantity. 
The archetype of qualitative quantity is embedded in our subconscious mind. Poincaré proposes a model of the Subconscious Mind stresses the Subconscious or Unconscious mind is capable of evaluating and processing even complex mathematical or scientific ideas, and evaluate and elevate them on the basis of their elegance and beauty. Poincaré shares with Freud a belief that mental functions are at work in creating thinking which are not present to our conscious mind. That the discontinuity in time between thinking of a problem and suddenly relieving a solution proves that some mental function outside the space of conscious awareness must be at work. Poincaré stressed the essential role of intuition in a proper constructive foundation for mathematics. He believed that logic was a system of analytic truths, whereas arithmetic was synthetic and a priori, in Kant’s sense of these terms. Mathematicians can use the methods of logic to check a proof, but they must use intuition to create a proof, he believed. For Poincaré, the aim of science is prediction rather than, say, explanation. Although every scientific theory has its own language or syntax, which is chosen by convention, it is not a matter of convention whether scientific predictions agree with the facts. For example, it is a matter of convention whether to define gravitation as following Newton’s theory of gravitation, but it is not a matter of convention as to whether gravitation is a force that acts on celestial bodies, or is the only force that does so. Poincaré believed that scientific laws are conventions but not arbitrary conventions.

According to Michael Heidelberger’s study “Contingent Laws of Nature in Émile Boutroux”, the Boutroux’s view on the nature of mathematics as hypotetical science had a strong influence of Poincare. 

In our study the concept of Qualitative Quantity is regarded as the hypothetical variation on the theme qualitative quantity and the new fluid concept of the quality.

The Qualitative Quantity is regarded as the hypothetical variation on the theme quality and the  new fluid concept of the quality. This fluid concept of the quality represents the new fluid state of the law of transformation of the quantity into quality, the concept of the qualitative character of the quantitative additions. The emerging new problematic of quality of the quantity represents new dialectical method as dialectics of slippability and regards itself the slippability of the "classical" dialectics. The effect of the slippability, the dialectic of slippability or dialectic of the law of quality of the quantity, is implemented into the non-Euclidean geometry, non-classical thermodynamic and the relative theory. The most typical implementation in science after the non-Euclidean geometry is the topology and artificial intelligence (AI).

The conceptual skeleton of the quality of the quantity can be traced genealogically back to the roots of dialectics and found in philosophers as Plato and Hegel. The dialectics of Plato and Hegel are the two main implicospheres of the concept of the quality of the quantity. In his "Idea of the Hegel’s Logic" (1971), Hans-George Gadamer wrote: "If one wishe to characterize the idea of Hegel’s Logic from the viewpoint, a comparison with Plato’s dialectic is useful for that is the model which Hegel always has in mind. In Greek philosophy Hegel saw philosophy of logos."

The dialectics of Plato and Hegel are the two main implicospheres of the concept of the quality of the quantity. In his "Idea of the Hegel’s Logic" (1971), Hans-George Gadamer wrote: "If one wishes to characterize the idea of Hegel’s Logic from the viewpoint, a comparison with Plato’s dialectic is useful for that is the model which Hegel always has in mind. In Greek philosophy Hegel shows the philosophy of logos."

The conceptual skeleton of the quality is the category of quality known as arête. The concept of the Qualitative quantity is the re-conceptualized domain of the new quality and old arete.

The implicosphere of the quality represents the question-hood of the quality as well as the explicosphere of the quality represents the answer-hood of the quality. Utilizing the playful names (implicosphere and explicosphere) created by D. Hofstadther as imaginary spheres surrounding a theme of the quality, our aim is to venture variations on the theme of quality. Inventing variations on a theme of quality is an opportunity to discover the new interaction between quality and quantity and enhanced polyphony of the known category of quality. The archetype of the classic Greek "arete" is the domain of this "new" category – qualitative quantity.
Following McLuhan, and James Joyce, in Toronto I became introduced to the works of W. I. Thompson, social philosopher and cultural historian, and the mathematician and chaos theorist Ralph Abraham.
William Irwin Thompson is a social philosopher, cultural historian and cultural critic, professor of humanities at the MIT and York University in Toronto. W.I. Thompson made significant contributions to cultural history, social criticism, the philosophy of science, and the study of myth. He describes his writing and speaking style as "mind-jazz on ancient texts". Thompson moved to Canada, teaching at Toronto's York University from 1967-1973. While there he was exposed to the work of such thinkers as Canadian media theorist Herbert Marshall McLuhan (1911-1980), author of The Mechanical Bride (1951), The Gutenberg Galaxy (1967) and Understanding Media (1971). Thompson considers fellow Irishman James Joyce's novel Finnegans Wake to be "the ultimate novel, indeed, the ultimate book," and also to be the climactic artistic work of the modern periode and of the rational mentality. Thompson engages a diverse set of traditions, including the complex systems thought of Ralph Abraham, and the novels of Thomas Pynchon. 
Speaking of qualitative quantity’s change and recognizing the continuous, non-discursive nature of it transformation, changes without leap or abrupt displacements in the equilibrium, we are speaking of evolution. Evolution in general is the exhibit form of the qualitative quantity. The interplay of quality and quality is associated with the development and growth. Both the classical and non-classical approaches to the quality in the law of dialectics, are addressing the dialectical nature of change. The determined quality which implies discontinuous change, a leap, and discursive transformation, where the exhibit form of determined quality is abrupt displacements in the equilibrium is recognized as revolution. We should call this determined quality change as breackdown. The qualitative quantity change we should call breackthrough.   

The quality of the quantity implies continuous changes, and transformation is non-discursive. The exhibit form of qualitative quantity is transformation without leap or abrupt displacements in the equilibrium - evolution. 

One of the sources of my inspiration for the Ciltural Phenomenology of Quality is the Cultural Phenomenology of Literature proposed by W. I. Thompson, social philosopher and cultural historian, and the mathematician and chaos theorist Ralph Abraham. 

W. I. Thompson and Ralph Abraham designed a new type of cultural history curriculum based on their theories about the evolution of consciousness. W.I. Thompson developed a theory that there were five archetypal literary and mathematical mentalities in cultural history from the Ice Age to the present. These mentalities are based upon a configuration, in which objects are articulated in a constructed space, and a configuration of time, a narrative, in which identities are unfolded. The former is a world, the latter, a self. The qualitative quantity could be easily regognized in the content of these five archetypal literary and mathematical mentalities in cultural history:

The Arithmetic (Ancient) - The Geometric (Classical) - The Algebraic (Medieval) - The Galilean Dynamical (Modern) - The Complex Dynamical (Contemporary)

The Literary Milestones of the Arithmetic Mentality are - Formative: Sumerian, Inannas Transfer of the Arts of Civilization from Eridu to Erech The work shows the archetypal and generative power of the list; Dominant: Inannas Descent into the Netherworld. This work shows the cultural shift from village agriculture to the city-state in which a priestly class develops astronomy as a mythopoeic system of knowledge; Climactic: The Gilgamesh Cycle, both the Sumerian cycle, and the Akkadian epic. The Gilgamesh epic shows the war of the sexes and the tension between matristic systems of prehistoric authority and charismatic military leadership with its new heroic system of values.

The Literary Milestones of the Galilean Dynamical Mentality are - Formative: Lazarillo de Tormes, Cervantess Don Quixote, Descartess Discourse on Method. The picaresque narrative celebrates the new non-heroic individualism of the common man, and shows life as a process of learning a new science and wisdom through trial and error; Dominant: Faust with all versions as performances of the European myth. Faust shows man challenging sacerdotal authority to gain power over nature, which is the dominant scientific myth of modernism. Melvilles Moby-Dick goes back to the Gilgamesh epic in its vision of male bonding and slaying the beast of nature; Climactic: James Joyces Ulysses is a conscious recapitulation of literary history, from the Homeric epic to the modern novel, and a brilliant performance of the shift from the linear narrative of a single hero to the complex dynamical system of an ecology of consciousness a movement that he completes with Finnegans Wake.
The Complex Dynamical Mentality arises in Paris in 1889 with Poincaré, and has now become a widespread mentality among a scientific and artistic avant-garde.
During the past years I have developed my concept of qualitative quantity enhanced with the recent developments of shience and my experience, highly influenced by the work of Ralph Abraham, who paid some special attention on Poincare. 
Ralph Abraham is mathematician and chaos theorist, co-founder of The General Evolution Research Group, professor emeritus University of Santa Cruz, director Visual Math Institute, leading chaos theorist, co-founding GERG member, author Dynamics: The Geometry of Behavior, Chaos, Gaia, and Eros, Trialogues at the Edge of the West, and The Evolutionary Mind.  (​http:​/​​/​www.thedarwinproject.com​/​about​/​council.html" \l "top#top​)
The science is a fundamental institution of our culture. Cultuaral Phenomenology of Quality where quality is seen as qualitative quantity is the link between philosophy of science and cultural phenomenology. The grounds for this phenomenological approach I found in the Dialectical Phenomenology of Michael Kosok, professor of physics and mathematics at Fairleigh Dickinson University, New Jersey and Cultural Phenomenology introduced by Steven Connor, Professor of Modern Literature and Theory at Birkbeck College London, where he has taught since 1979. He is also the College Orator. He is Academic Director of the London Consortium Graduate Programme in Humanities and Cultural Studies.
Speaking of these significant developments in the science and philosophy of schience, rlated with the concept of qualitative quantity, evidently enriching the grounds of my thesis, I should mention the following as examples:
Qualitative Research and Qualitative Reasoning is an area of research within Artificial Intelligence (AI). Qualitative spatial reasoning aims at the logical formalisation of space from elementary entities such as regions, line segments, directions amongst others. The purpose of this field is to provide clear representations and efficient automated reasoning methods for handling commonsense knowledge about space. 
Qualitative quantity seen in Poincare’s topology and his development of the qualitative theory of differential equations is enganced by the new science of Mereotopology. If Topology is perhaps the most elemental aspect of space, and must be form a fundamental aspect of qualitative spatial reasoning since it certainly can only make qualitative distinctions, Mereotopology is a branch of metaphysics, and ontologigal computer science. Mereotopology is a first-order theory, embodying mereological and topological concepts, of the relations among wholes, parts, parts of parts, and the boundaries between parts. Mereotopology begins with theories A.N. Whitehead articulated in several books and articles he published between 1916 and 1929. 
The Qualitative quantity is the base cathegory and phenomenom of Qualitative research /QR/. Qualitative Research utilizes methods that seek to discern the quality — as opposed to the quantity — of its subject. QR is more often concerned with explaining the why and how of a phenomenon rather than the what, when and where. Qualitative research methods are most often utilized in fields such as anthropology, the humanities and sociology, although each of these fields can be studied through quantitative methods as well. Since qualitative research is exploratory and focuses on discerning the why of things, such as human behavior, rather than the what of the natural world, it is often criticized for being too subjective. Many make the counter-argument, however, that since qualitative methods are hypothesis generating, they are not only just as valuable as quantitative methods but necessary for the production of theoretical models which come to inform the direction of quantitative research methods. Data collection and analysis is another way that quantitative and qualitative research differ. In qualitative research, data samples are usually not collected through random selection but rather purposive reasoning, which is to say they are chosen for how well they typify the characteristics of a certain class. For example, a qualitative research study on racial inequality will not likely concern itself with affluent minorities or the entire population of a minority, but rather, it might focus on depressed areas where minorities are most prevalent. This approach is chosen because qualitative researchers are not concerned with discerning the quantity of people in a minority class, but rather the quality of life for minorities who are affected by inequality. Qualitative research is thought especially valuable in circumstances where quantitative data does not account for a particular phenomenon. For example, while economics frequently concerns itself with collecting concrete information, like statistics and financial data, it can be said to be flawed because it ignores the humanistic and psychological aspects of the people that are a key component. This human component requires a qualitative understanding. An important variable to consider when analyzing the dependability of qualitative research is validity. It is important to consider how a conclusion was reached, and whether it really represents a dependable and realistic interpretation of its subject. It may or may not be pertinent to ask whether or not a conclusion is reproducible, or whether it was affected by bias. One should also consider whether data from qualitative research is well reasoned and the extent to which it accounts for a substantial majority of the available data.
Qualitative Theory of Motion Based on Spatio-Temporal Primitives presents a formal theory for reasoning about motion of spatial entities, in a qualitative framework. Taking over a theory intended for spatial entities, the researchers enrich it to achieve a theory whose intended models are spatio-temporal entities, an idea sometimes proposed by philosophers or AI authors but never fully exploited. In this theory is show what kind of properties usually assumed as desirable parts of any space-time theory are recovered from our model, thus giving a sound theoretical basis for a natural, qualitative representation of motion. 
Spatial-temporal reasoning in psychology is the ability to visualize spatial patterns and mentally manipulate them over a time-ordered sequence of spatial transformations. This ability is important for generating and conceptualizing solutions to multi-step problems that arise in areas such as architecture, engineering, science, mathematics, art, games, and everyday life. 
Spatial-temporal reasoning is applicable in computer science as Visual thinking and Visual music. It is important to mention the series of works by David James Krus, Professor Emeritus of Statistics, Measurement, and Methodological Studies, and his Visual statistic. According to David Krus, Statistics is a a modern successor of epistemology, a crystallization of the structure of epistemology as developed within the classic philosophy. Statistics thus becomes an integral part of the general theory of knowledge underlying the theory of scientific research, as it developed during the course of human history. - Statistica Nova (​http:​/​​/​www.telemat.biz​/​page5.html​).
Spatial-temporal reasoning is applicable in ontology. The implication of the concept of qualitative quantity could be found in the work “Spatial Reasoning and Ontology: Parts, Wholes, and Locations”, authored by Achille C. Varzi, Columbia University /Published in M. Aiello, I. Pratt-Hartmann, and J. van Benthem (eds.), Handbook of Spatial, Logics, Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 2007, pp. 945-1038/.

The notion of the Quality of the quantity is related with Qualitative Spatial Change. In his study “Qualitative Spatial Change : Space-Time Histories and Continuity”, Submitted in accordance with the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, The University of Leeds, School of Computing, January 2005, Shyamanta M. Hazarika provides proofs and examples how quality of the quantity is implemented in Topology, Mereotopology and Qualitative Continuity. Continuity of change is the perception of being seamless and is dependent on the granularity. What seems as continuous at some level of granularity may be discontinuous at a finer level. Nevertheless, continuity may be thought of as the intuitive idea of a gradual variation with no abrupt jumps or gaps. A formal characterization of such an intuitive notion of continuity for a qualitative theory of motion is what Shyamanta M. Hazarika refers to as qualitative continuity. 
Now I am in the process of putting together an Institute for Cultuaral Phenomenology of Qualitative quantity in which I seek to make the investigations of qualitative quantity into social fact. 






/1/. During the period 1952-1988 the Institute was known as the “Institute of Philosophy”, later “Institute of Philosophical Sciences”, and since 1995 till now as “Institute for Philosophical Research”. The journal of the Institute “Philosophic Thought Magazine” now is the journal “Philosophical Alternatives” /1992/. 

/2/. Dr. Sava Petrov’s /1934-1989/ investigation of the vawe function became paradigmatic for a whole generation of philosophers of physics in Bulgaria. His work “The danger of catching Nature in Contradiction” is still influencial to me. 
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